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1 of 1 review helpful because the reader in you can easily imagine yourselves going through the same or know of By 
Ganpy Well If you grew up in India then you d be able to relate to the family backdrop that Nachiket a first time 
author establishes in this story as he focuses on the relationship between Raghu and Aryaman It s an unusual story set 
in familiar surroundings and familiar middle class background So as Rites of Passage a novel is aimed at any person in 
the age group ofthirteen to 23 year old the time when they are discovering themselves Paradoxically this book is meant 
for all as people rarely grow beyond 20 emotionally No sex no thriller no intrigues no melodrama I always wanted 
towrite a novel with none of these features and still the writing shouldmake a reader feel good Could it be done There 
are two main characters Raghu an From the Author I write posts on Facebook or my Blog and one perennial 
complaintis that the English in my posts seems to be a little difficult In thisbook I have tried to keep the language 
simple for that reason and alsoto avoid obscuring the message 
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